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Welcome

This will be an 
informative, 
practical, 
interactive 
and 
challenging 
discussion. 



At the end of this session, you will 
better understand:

• The research behind 
the attitudes of the 
next generation of 
trainees

• What the upcoming 
professionals want from 
their training

• How we foster greater 
inclusivity and 
engagement with our 
future workforce

• What innovations can 
be introduced to 
enhance training 



Looking forward…

• Advancing Dental Care review

• Government Policies                           
(Scotland Oral Health Strategy)

• Learning from Covid-19

• Integration with STP/ICS

• GIRFT

• Education training reform

• GDC Curricula Review

• Changing commissioning landscape              
& workforce transformation

• Credentials and credentialling



Challenges 
with current 

Core and 
Specialty 

training 

Core issues
• 3 indistinct years

• Outdated curriculum

• Primary focus in OMFS Units

• Widening participation

• Differential Attainment

• Is it meeting trainee learning needs?

• How does it link to specialty?

• How does it link to alternative career pathways?

Specialty issues
• Limited numbers

• Geographical restrictions

• Lack of training capacity in certain specialties

• Destination

• Curricula changes 



What are we hearing from our trainees?



Understanding the 
generations…



Generational 
attitude to 
employment

Grandparents had:  1-2

Parents had: 3-4

Gen X will have: 7-8

Gen Y will have: 15-16

Question: How many 
employers will our 
(grand)children have?



Life course The provisional estimates show that life 
expectancy in England in 2020 was:

• 78.7 years for males 

• 82.7 years for females   (Ave: 81.40 years)



Working in the NHS



Forget The 
Stereotypes, Know The 
Data — Marketing To 
Millennials

• Gen Y is the first to grow up in a 
completely digital world.

• Formed opinions, relationships and 
identities during a time of 
unprecedented technological 
progress. 

• Millennials do almost everything 
through technology.

• As such the world is small, tangible 
and highly accessible.

• Their values are linked with ambition, 
loyalty, “multicultural ease” and 
environmental awareness



Forget The 
Stereotypes, Know The 
Data — Marketing To 
Millennials

Negative stereotypes: 

• distracted, self-promoting, and digitally 
scattershot

• protected and indulged generation

Positive elements: 

• do-good, be-good generation

• more informed about national and global politics

• influenced by economic well-being and 
globalization

• spend big



Employment 
duration



Most important 
factors in choosing 
an employer:

1st Work life balance

2nd Organizational culture

3rd Development 
opportunities



According to research at 
Princeton University more than 
85% of young people say that 
the number one thing they will 
look for in a job is…

meaning, a sense 
of purpose.

In a VUCA environment:

• It will be those purpose 
driven, human centred 
leaders who enable their 
organisations to navigate 
a turbulent world.

• Competitive advantage





Some questions to consider…
1. Is there a need to innovate and adjust 

training just to meet the expectation of 
trainees?

2. What potential adjustments can we make 
to evolve and meet both trainee 
requirements and expectations?





Clinical Reasoning 

Basic Clinical Skills

Advanced Clinical Skills

Team Involvement

Verbal/Non-verbal Communication

Written/Electronic Communication

Learning, Development and Professionalism

Organisation & Planning

Empathy & Sensitivity 

Adaptability & Coping 

Clarify what 
training means…



What will be 
expected of the 
future specialist?

Health adviser 
and welfare 

coach

Knowledge 
navigator

Diagnostician Proceduralist

Team leader
Quality 

assurance 
specialist

Clinical data 
collector







Future vision

Level 2 
or 

specialist

Career 
ambition









Some questions to consider…
3. What components should be introduced 

into a new core curriculum?

4. What are the challenges and opportunities 
to training outside of the traditional 
teaching hospitals / OMFS Units for both 
Core and Specialty?





Some final thoughts…

• Work/life balance

• OOP / LTFT

• Flexible training

• Training

• Primary – Community – Secondary care

• Technology

• Leadership & management



A technology-
driven approach

AI VR

Biotechnology Genomics

Telehealth 3D printing

Education



Future patients
The next 30 years of 
dentistry won’t be 
defined by its 
technology as much as 
the rapidity of its 
development and 
adoption.

“Computing power has 
increased more than a 
trillion-fold since the mid 
1950’s, but our brains 
remain unchanged”



Pulling it all together…

• Are Millennials really that different? 

Yes

• Live in a tech world

• They prefer a digital world

• Millennial dentists struggle to find the 
balance between personal social media 
and a professional identity.

• Millennials feel compelled to share 
everything — and that might be their 
most important asset.

• So, listen and learn….they 
are the future

No It’s Complicated



Thank you

Thank you


